
Real Time Genetic Scheduling of Aircraft LandingTimesVic Ciesielski, Paul ScerriAbstract|Evolutionary approaches are not usually considered forreal time scheduling problems due to long computationtimes and uncertainty about the length of the computationtime. We argue that for some kinds of problems, such asoptimizing aircraft landing times, genetic algorithms haveadvantages over other methods as a best solution is alwaysavailable when needed, and, since the computation is inher-ently parallel, more processors can be added to get higherquality solutions if necessary. Furthermore, the computa-tion time can be decreased and the quality of the generatedschedules increased by seeding the genetic algorithm from aprevious population. We have performed a series of experi-ments on landing data for Sydney airport on the busiest dayof the year. Our results show that high quality solutions canbe computed in the time window between aircraft landings.Keywords|Genetic Algorithms, Scheduling, EvolutionaryAlgorithms, Optimization, Anytime Algorithm.I. IntroductionREAL time problems are characterized by the needto have certain computations completed and answersready within a limited time otherwise it will be too late forthe answers to be of any use. One approach to real timeproblems is the use of `anytime algorithms' [1], procedureswhich can be interrupted at any time and will always havea result available but will produce a better result givenmore time.Genetic algorithms[2], [3] are a problem solving strat-egy, based loosely on Darwinian evolution, that has beensuccessfully used for a large number of scheduling and op-timization problems[4], [5]. Genetic algorithms are gen-erally associated with long computation times and greatuncertainty about how long a computation will take. Con-sequently they are not normally considered for real-timeproblems, such as the optimal scheduling of aircraft landingtimes. Despite the perceived computational disadvantages,we believe that genetic algorithms might in fact, performwell in real time situations, since:1. A population of potential solutions (i.e. schedules) isalways available. The longer one runs the computationthe better these solutions should become. However, at anytime, there is always a best solution available. Thus ge-netic algorithms can be considered as a form of anytimealgorithm.2. Genetic algorithms are inherently parallel. If more com-putation is needed to get an acceptable result in the timeavailable, one can simply add more processors.Both authors are with the Department of Computer Science,RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. E-mail: vc@cs.rmit.edu.au(Appears in D. Fogel (Editor) The IEEE International Confer-ence on Evolutionary Computation (ICEC98), Pages 360-364, An-chorage, May, 1998)

The scheduling of aircraft arrival times at a busy airportis a di�cult problem for many reasons. There is an inher-ent tradeo� between leaving wide safety margins betweenaircraft and maximizing the number of aircraft that takeo� and land each hour, particularly during peak hours. Ithas been estimated that the problem of air tra�c conges-tion will cost $US10 billion in Europe alone by the year2000.A. GoalsOur primary goal is to investigate the applicability ofgenetic algorithms to the problem of real time schedulingof aircraft arrival times at airports. We are particularlyinterested in:1. Whether the constraints and the constantly changingsituations such as aircraft landings and new arrivals in thescheduling horizon can be adequately represented with thea genetic algorithm approach.2. Whether the landing sequences computed in the timeavailable will be good enough.3. Whether specialized crossover and mutation operatorswhich favour changes to newly arrived planes are betterthan standard binary crossover and mutation.4. A deployed scheduling system is required to deliver anew schedule when a plane lands or new planes enter thescheduling horizon. Thus a sequence of schedules need tobe generated. We expect that new schedules constructedby seeding the new optimization run with chromosomesfrom the previous population will be better than those con-structed from scratch.II. Scheduling of Aircraft Arrival TimesThe focus of this work on is what happens after planesenter the `scheduling horizon' of an airport, usually about40 minutes before landing. The location and landing orderof planes is controlled by the local air tra�c controllers.When a plane enters the scheduling horizon, it has an op-timal landing time. This is the time it would land if therewere no other aircraft at the airport and it could travelat its optimal speed. At busy times, planes arrive at afaster rate than can be landed. Slow planes come into thescheduling zone before faster ones. If planes were allocatedlanding times on a �rst come �rst served basis, runwayswould remain idle as the queue of planes wanting to landincreased. The key resource in this domain is time on arunway.At Sydney airport, for which we have data, landing slotsare allocated at 3 minute intervals. This leaves a conserva-tive margin for safety and permits several takeo�s betweenlandings, however it is a major contributor to congestion.



The work reported in this paper is concerned with variabletimes between landings. Other factors that must be takeninto account in generating schedules are:� Some planes have higher priority than others; a 747 willgenerally have higher priority than a Cessna.� While arriving planes have a preferred runway, someplanes are constrained to use speci�c runways.� There are constraints in the amount of time that mustpass before, say, a small plane can land after a big plane.It is undesirable to change landing times too much afterthey have been allocated since this causes ripple e�ects andadditional communication in notifying pilots of changes inlanding arrangements. Scheduling of take-o�s is not con-sidered since these are interspersed with landings. A planecan be asked to land up to 3 minutes earlier than its op-timal time to improve a schedule. It is not possible for aplane to land more than three minutes early, that is, morethan three minutes before its optimal arrival time..A closely related problem that has received much atten-tion in the literature is the job shop scheduling problem[6],[7]. III. The Test DataThe data we are using for the problem was generatedfrom a simulation of air tra�c for Easter Thursday at theSydney airport, which is the busiest day of the year. Twodata sets were generated, one containing 28 planes arrivingin a 37 minute period, the other 29 planes arriving in a 38minute period.IV. The Genetic AlgorithmNote that we actually need to solve a sequence of opti-mization problems. Whenever planes land and new planesenter the scheduling horizon we have a new optimizationproblem.We have compared two genetic algorithms:1. The standard binary genetic algorithm as described in[2] and implemented in the GAUCSD package[8]. In thiscase each problem in the sequence requires a new chromo-some encoding which deletes planes that have landed andadds planes that have recently arrived. The new sched-ules are built from `scratch', that is from a random initialpopulation as shown below:Standard AlgorithmFor each 3 min interval doRandomly initialize populationWhile (time < 3 mins or not(convergence)) doSelect 2 parentsApply crossover operationApply mutation operatorInsert new children into the populationUse elitist strategy where the best 10%from theprevious generation are copied to next generation2. A `seeding' modi�cation. Rather than starting fromscratch, we build, or seed, the new initial population fromthe one left at the end of the last problem by deleting

planes that have landed and inserting newly arrived planesas shown below:Seeding ApproachFor each 3 min interval doIf �rst 3 min intervalthen Randomly initialize populationelse Seed from �nal population of previous 3 minintervalWhile (time < 3 mins or not(convergence)) doSelect 2 parentsApply crossover operationApply mutation operatorInsert new children into the populationUse elitist strategy where the best 10%from theprevious generation are copied to next generationA. EncodingEach gene on the chromosome consists of 8 bits and rep-resents a landing time (7 bits) and a runway (1 bit) asshown in �gure 1. A plane with a zero landing time will bethe next one landing (T ime = now). A non zero landingtime is the number of 30 second intervals from now. In ourdata there are two runways so 1 bit is enough to encodethe runway.Time R Time R Time R Time R . .Fig. 1. Encoding of ChromosomesAssociated with with the chromosomes is a global tableof planes as shown in �gure 2.1 2 3 40 0 6 1 9 0 . .index Id Size Opt0 Opt11 TXZ Big 12:01 12:042 FDS Small 12:03 12:003 JKL Big 12:01 12:05Fig. 2. Encoding of Chromosomes: ExampleStatic information about planes is kept in a global ta-ble as shown in �gure 2. The `opt0' column gives theoptimal landing time on runway 0 and the `opt1' columnthe optimal landing time on runway 1. Assuming thatnow = 12 : 00, the encoding shown in �gure 2 correspondsto a schedule where plane 1 is to land at 12:00:00 on runway0, plane 2 at 12:03:00 on runway 1 and plane 3 at 12:04:30on runway 0.A landing schedule as presented to the user is a tableconsisting of a time, a runway and the Id of the planescheduled to land. The schedule must be shown in orderof increasing landing times. Producing a landing schedule361



from any chromosome simply requires building an emptytable of landing slots at 30 second intervals for each run-way, walking down the chromosome and using the time andrunway to index and �ll in this table. This is similar to the`schedule builder' approach used in job shop scheduling [9].Note that a considerable number of these 30 second landingslots will be empty.The advantages of this encoding are that very �ne timeslices (30 seconds) can be represented and that fast binarycrossover and mutation operators can be used. A big disad-vantage is that invalid schedules are generated by crossoverand mutation, for example two planes can be scheduled toland at the same time on the same runway.Note that while it may appear that the problem requiresa variable length chromosome to deal with an arbitrarynumber of planes waiting to land, this is in fact not thecase since each 30 seconds any planes that have landedin that time are removed from the static table and thechromosomes, and new planes reaching the scheduling areaadded. This results in a sequence �xed length optimizationproblems.The encoding described above was chosen after con-siderable analysis and experimentation with alterna-tives. Originally we treated the problem as a rearrange-ment/permutation problem and used order and positionbased operators[10]. A pair of genes on the chromosomecorresponded to a 3 minute landing slot on each of tworunways. Each slot contained the Id of the plane scheduledto land at that time. This encoding, while it is a rela-tively natural encoding of the problem had a number ofdisadvantages:1. It resulted in illegal solutions since schedules were gen-erated in which planes were listed to land earlier than wasphysically possible. In some runs there was not a singlevalid schedule in the population.2. It required long chromosomes, which would need to be6 times longer to deal with 30 second landing slots.3. The position based crossover and mutation operatorsexecuted very slowly.
B. Fitness FunctionWe have chosen to deal with invalid solutions by use ofthe �tness function. Thus the �tness function must punishsub-optimal solutions and severely punish invalid ones. We

Fitness = INVALID PENALTY (If Applicable)+ CLASH PENALTY (If Applicable)+ No planes too close * TOO CLOSE PENALTY+ No planes adj too close * ADJ PENALTY+ total early * EARLY PENALTY+ total delay * DELAY PENALTYFig. 3. Fitness Functionhave used the following penalties:Penalty Description ValINVALID The schedule is invalid for anyreason. 100CLASH Two planes scheduled to landat the same time. 10TOO CLOSE Planes are scheduled to land onthe same runway without anadequate time gap. 10ADJ Planes are scheduled to landon adjacent or crossed runwayswithout an adequate time gap 10EARLY A plane scheduled to land tooearly. 3DELAY A plane is scheduled to landtoo long after its optimal land-ing time. 1The �tness function used is shown in �gure 3. The valueof total early is found by �nding all planes which are sched-uled to arrive too early, for each such plane �nding theamount of time by which it is too early and computing thetotal for all early planes. Total delay is the result of a simi-lar calculation for planes which are scheduled to land laterthan their optimal time.The relative sizes of the penalties can be roughly de-termined from domain knowledge, for example an invalidschedule must be heavily punished, while a plane landingafter a small delay should only receive a small penalty. De-termining the actual sizes of the penalties was mostly anempirical exercise.C. Genetic OperatorsWe have compared standard binary crossover and muta-tion operators and modi�ed binary crossover and mutationoperators. The modi�cations are based on domain knowl-edge: Since we desire that the early parts of schedules donot change very much (a domain requirement) we decreasethe probability of a mutation or crossover at the beginningof the chromosomes and increase it the end of the chro-mosome. Note that, due to the encoding, recently arrivedplanes are represented toward the end of the chromosome.Thus the operators tend to leave alone planes that havebeen in the system for some time and focus on newer ar-362



rivals.For our chosen encoding there are no straightforwardways of repairing invalid solutions or modifying thecrossover and mutation operators to ensure that illegal so-lutions cannot arise. We use the �tness function to heavilypenalize invalid solutions thus lowering the probability oftheir being selected for reproduction.V. ResultsThe runs were carried out using a modi�ed version ofGAUCSD[8] using the elitist (10%) strategy. All runs upto 50,000 trials completed in less than 30 seconds on aSPARC workstation.In a deployed scheduling system it is absolutely impera-tive for the system to deliver a valid schedule on demand.The schedule should be optimal or very close to optimal.Thus in our experiments we have focused on the number ofvalid schedules in the population, the �tness of the sched-ules, and how they vary with genetic algorithm parameters.Ideally we would like to �nd the settings which give the bestpossible results on both measures.Special StandardTrials Seed No Seed Seed No Seed500 53.17 47.67 56.94 47.201,000 53.96 46.55 55.65 49.482,000 65.75 48.97 58.95 45.475,000 48.10 50.20 55.94 50.1210,000 62.81 51.61 65.63 55.4950,000 58.00 44.76 56.79 49.07TABLE IPercentage of Valid Solutions. Population = 50, Crossoverrate = 0.1, Mutation rate = 0.01We expected that the number of valid schedules wouldstay relatively constant and the �tness would increase uni-formly with the number of trials, but, as the tables belowshow, this turned out not to be the case.Tables I and II show the results of a number of runswhose goal was to determine whether the seeding approachwas better than starting from scratch. Table I shows thenumber of valid schedules in the population as the numberof trials increases. The results for seeding are clearly su-perior. We expected that the runs where seeding was notused would start with a lower number of valid schedulesbut would eventually reach the performance as when seed-ing was used. This turned out not to be the case. Thenon seeding performance never `catches up' to the seedingperformance. The same result is evident in the �tness ofthe best solutions as shown table II.Tables I and II also show comparisons of results with ourspecial crossover and mutation operators and the standardbinary ones. Comparison of columns 2 and 4 and 3 and 5of table I, and 2 and 4 and 3 and 5 of table II reveals thatthere is no real di�erence.Tables III and IV were generated only for the seeding

Special StandardTrials Seed No Seed Seed No Seed500 289.46 348.37 228.06 370.741,000 268.58 368.12 233.59 312.122,000 159.57 327.60 183.34 335.165,000 297.42 327.71 243.49 313.4410,000 166.74 261.28 167.84 206.5450,000 278.19 373.07 238.42 321.81TABLE IIBest Fitness. Population = 50, Crossover rate = 0.1,Mutation rate = 0.01approach. They show how the number of valid solutionschanges with population size, mutation and crossover rates.Results for both the special and standard crossover andmutation operators are shown.Special xover and mutationRun Pop Xover Mut % Valid % ValidRate Rate 2,000 Trials 20,000 Trials1 500 0.1 0.1 66.54 67.242 500 0.6 0.001 64.82 63.113 50 0.6 0.01 52.68 45.884 50 0.1 0.1 57.38 55.855 50 0.1 0.01 65.75 50.51Standard xover and mutationRun Pop Xover Mut % Valid % ValidRate Rate 2,000 Trials 20,000 Trials1 500 0.1 0.1 55.59 58.382 500 0.6 0.001 67.72 68.773 50 0.6 0.01 58.29 60.014 50 0.1 0.1 58.04 57.265 50 0.1 0.01 58.95 62.47TABLE IIIPercent of valid solutions at for different GA parametervaluesThe best results for both number of valid solutions and�tness were obtained for a high population size (500), ahigh crossover rate (0.6) and a very low mutation rate(0.001) after 20,000 trials and using the standard binarycrossover and mutation operators. In general better re-sults are associated with a high population and a low mu-tation rate. There is no clear superiority of the specialcrossover and mutation operators over the standard onesor vice versa.As notes earlier we expected the �tness of the schedulesto increase as the number of trials increased. As can beseen from the results its behaviour was somewhat erratic.Further investigation is needed to determine the reason forthis.363



Special xover and mutationRun Pop Xover Mut % Valid % ValidRate Rate 2,000 Trials 20,000 Trials1 500 0.1 0.1 162.33 157.852 500 0.6 0.001 150.31 137.843 50 0.6 0.01 284.19 310.444 50 0.1 0.1 271.24 250.815 50 0.1 0.01 159.57 309.33Standard xover and mutationRun Pop Xover Mut % Valid % ValidRate Rate 2,000 Trials 20,000 Trials1 500 0.1 0.1 212.27 177.972 500 0.6 0.001 147.49 132.973 50 0.6 0.01 269.96 267.654 50 0.1 0.1 222.00 223.095 50 0.1 0.01 183.34 280.12TABLE IVFitness of best solution for different GA parameter valuesVI. ConclusionsThe major goal of this work was to determine whethera scheduling system based on genetic algorithms could beused for scheduling aircraft landing times. We have estab-lished that a genetic scheduler can generate good schedulesin the time available between landings. Thorough inspec-tion and validation of the generated schedules by domainexperts has not yet been done, but preliminary indicationsare that the schedules are of high quality and could be usedat Sydney airport.The application involves a sequence of scheduling prob-lems since new schedules must be generated when planesland and new planes enter the scheduling horizon. Seedingnew optimization runs from the chromosomes available atthe end of the previous problem has turned out to be verysatisfactory. Seeding leads to improved the �tness and ahigher number of valid solutions in the population.Domain knowledge suggested that specialized crossoverand mutation operators which favoured newly arrivedplanes at the end of the chromosome might give improvedperformance. However they did not result in any real im-provement over the standard operators.We have established that genetic algorithms can producehigh quality schedules in real time. The next stage in thedevelopment of a scheduling system based on genetic algo-rithms is to investigate whether the air tra�c controllers'preferences, special requirements and exceptions can be ad-equately captured in the �tness function.AcknowledgementsWe thank Rick Evertsz from the Australian Arti�cialIntelligence Institute for providing the the data for theproject and discussions related to the meaning of the dataand general constraints and problems of aircraft arrivalscheduling. We thank Dr. Linda Stern from the Univer-
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